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A fellow resident physician had this to
say about Dr. Schneider:
“Angela is the most humble, honest and
passionate physician I know. She exemplifies
compassion while also acknowledging her
limitations. She demonstrates safe care of patients
by consistently making sure she is following
recommended guidelines. She is not afraid to ask
for help when it is needed.
I had the pleasure of traveling to Tanzania with
Angela for a medical elective; her gentle demeanor
and excellent understanding of the health issues
of underprivileged people was and continues to be
a special and admirable quality.
In her spare time, she loves to snuggle up with her
kittens and a good book. Thanks for inspiring me,
Angela!”

Dr. Angela Schneider
Internal Medicine
University of Calgary

With the occasional adventure north to Edmonton,
I’m a born and raised Calgarian. I had a brief stint
in Montreal for 7 years for my undergraduate and
master’s degree before moving back home for
medical school. I had so much fun on my Internal
Medicine rotation in medical school, I was very
excited to stay here for my Internal Medicine
training. So far, it hasn’t disappointed! I am now a
second year Internal Medicine resident in Calgary.
I’m thankful for many reasons that I have been
able to continue my training in Alberta, but the
best part of residency has certainly been the
amazing support network I’ve been able to build.
I can’t imagine having started residency during a
pandemic without my incredible co-residents and
great mentorship.
Outside of medicine, I enjoy spending my time in the
mountains with friends (truthfully, I don’t do so well
in the winter as I’m still not great on skis) or playing
with my fur baby. I also like to think Alberta has a
pretty fantastic food scene, so can be found trying
out new restaurants when not on call!
I’m very grateful for this nomination and can’t thank
my colleagues enough. I’m excited to see what
the next few years brings us (for me, it hopefully
includes better skiing skills).

